Lenny Kravitz-Designed Interiors Unveiled at Nolita’s 75 Kenmare
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Crossing over into interior design in rockstar style, Lenny Kravitz and his namesake design firm are making a splash as the interior designers of DHA Capital’s latest project, 75 Kenmare. This is Kravitz Design’s first New York City building project, giving us a glamorous glimpse of what the future holds for the musician’s new design venture.

The firm created the interiors for all of the luxury building’s 38 units with help from the project’s praised architect Andre Kikoski. To make the spaces come to life, Kravitz decked out a fifth-floor two-bedroom abode and ASH NYC’s staging division took on another two-bedroom on the second floor. If Nolita living wasn’t alluring enough already, these two model residences surely will reel in any buyer on the fence.
Bold and beautifully layered, the space Kravitz and his team put together reflects his artistic flair while exuding sleek elegance. A geometric, black and white accent wall in the main living area sets the scene for plenty of design surprises. Statement-making light fixtures, vintage furnishings, and tribal patterns all find a place in 5A, which is listed for $4.495 million with The Eklund|Gomes Team at Douglas Elliman.
Giving potential buyers a different lifestyle to imagine, an airy apartment a few levels below is equally stunning. ASH NYC, a firm known for clean lines and contemporary decor, took inspiration from Kravitz Design’s vision for the building when creating the model residence at 2D. The spaces stay true to ASH NYC’s signature style of neutral colors and fresh details, but also include pops of color and vintage pieces that give it a subtle ’60s flair. Also being handled by The Eklund|Gomes Team, the price for this stylish apartment is available upon request.